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Minister wants China to speed up quality checks of millers

More Than 1,000 Families in Cambodia Suffer After Flooding of 
Mekong River Tributary
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Oxfam uses blockchain to empower Cambodian rice farmers

Asean-China expo to boost demand for Cambodian agricultural goods

Cambodia’s rice export down in 7-month period

Vietnam encounters barriers exporting rice to China

Thai rice offered at lowest price in Iraq buying tender

Thailand diversifies rice production to retain global market share

Rice exporters told to meet Chinese quality requirements as ship-
ments slump

Basmati rice millers in India offer higher price to farmers to cut use 
of chemicals 

Asian population growth drives rice demand

Vietnam sells more rice to China, raising 
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Myanmar to seek more emergency rice aid from ASEAN

Thailand expected to export 11 million tons of rice this year

Mobile app helps discern rice plants pests

High-tech drones give Japan’s ageing farmers a hand

Chines experts to train 40 Pakistani scientists on hybrid rice
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Thailand : The government has launched a probe into an alle-
gation that 940,000 tons of pledged rice is missing following an 
uproar among social media users calling for responsible officers 
to be held accountable.

Director General of the Department of Foreign Trade, Adul 
Chotinisakorn said the investigation has been assigned to the 
Office of the Auditor General of Thailand. Read more

Cambodia : Insiders from the Kingdom’s rice industry are not 
worried about this season’s flooding despite the harm rising waters 
have done to crops in some areas of the country.
Cambodia Rice Federation (CRF) vice-president Hun Lak said it is 
collecting data on the impact the floods have had on the industry.
He said despite the damage water has done in some places, other 
areas are already parched.
“We are still following up and keeping track of the data. Reports so 
far show the impact of flooding at paddy fields will not hit our export 
quotas,” he said. Read more

Cambodia : Only 26 rice millers, processors, and exporters 
passed the first round of inspection by the General Administration 
of Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine of the People’s 
Republic of China (AQSIQ).

Since then, China has changed the process of inspection for rice im-
portation and this has delayed the export process for the 40 new 
companies, Hean Vanhan, director-general of MAFF’s General Direc-
torate of Agriculture, said. Read more

Cambodia : More than 1,000 families in northeast Cambodia’s Stung Treng province are facing extreme difficulties after heavy rainfall 
led a tributary of the Mekong River to flood their commune for the third time in a month, according to residents, who said a controversial 
hydropower dam was to blame.
Pey Mey, a resident of Sesan district’s Talat commune, told RFA’s Khmer Service on Tuesday that the Sesan River had overflowed its banks 
for the third time since the end of July, forcing the families from five villages in the commune to evacuate to higher ground. Read more
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Cambodia : ambodian farmers lack negotiating power and often 
underprice their produce because they’re under pressure to repay 
loans. One of the objectives is to ensure fair trade and reasonable 
payment. Hence if amounts paid by middlemen are recorded on a 
blockchain, the transparency will improve the farmers’ bargaining 
position.
In 2012, Kalyan Mey, a senior advisor to Cambodia’s Supreme 
National Economic Council, said that interest rates could reach a 
staggering 50%. Read more

Cambodia : Cambodia’s rice exports in the first seven months 
of this year reduced by nearly 6.3 percent year on year, or 18,837 
tonnes, to 297,080 tonnes, according to statistics of the secre-
tariat of the One-Window Service for Rice Export Formality. 

The secretariat attributed the decrease to rice exporters in the 
region cutting export rice prices to enhance competitiveness. 

However, the Ministry of Agriculture said the reduction in 
rice export is due to insufficient purchase of unmilled rice and 
limited rice reserves. 

According to Hean Vahhan, director general of the general di-
rectorate of agriculture, as next month will be the main harvest 
time, rice export will pick up in the coming months. Read more

Vietnam : According to the Ministry of Agriculture & Rural De-
velopment (MARD), in July 2018, Vietnam exported 382,000 tons 
of rice, worth $195 million, raising the total rice exports in the first 
seven months of the year to 3.9 million tons, worth $2 billion. 

This represented a 12.2 percent increase in quantity and 29.2 
percent in value compared with the same period of 2017.

The average rice export price in the first half of 2018 was $508 per 
ton, up 14.2 percent compared with the same period last year.

After a tough year in 2017, Vietnam’s rice exports have bounced 
back since the beginning of 2018, increasing sharply in both quantity 
and value.  Read more

Thailand : The lowest offer in the international tender from Iraq’s 
state grains buyer to purchase at least 30,000 tonnes of rice was 
$449.50 a tonne c&f free out for rice to be sourced from Thailand, 
traders said. No decision about a purchase was believed to have 
been made in the tender, which closed on Sunday. Offers must 
remain valid until Aug. 16.
The lowest offer was made for 40,000 tonnes. Another offer for Thai 
rice was made at $469.80 a tonne c&f free out, traders said.
Most offers were made for rice from Uruguay, with the lowest price 
at $568.75 a tonne c&f free out. Read more

Vietnam : A group of Chinese businessmen led by the Chinese 
food association some days ago arrived in Mekong Delta, the 
Vietnam’s largest rice granary, to discuss cooperation opportuni-
ties in rice trading.
Vietnamese businessmen have shown different reactions to the 
information. 
Some extremists think it would be better to say ‘no’ to any offers 
from China, saying that Vietnamese should learn lessons from the 
tricks played by Chinese businessmen.  Read more

China :  A new mobile app, which can recognize rice plant 
pests, will soon be available for download after having passed 
rigorous tests, app developers in the eastern province of Anhui 
said Wednesday.
The app, co-developed by the Anhui Academy of Agricultural 
Sciences and the Institute of Intelligent Machines of the Chinese 
Academy of Sciences, can recognize more than 50 species of rice 
plant pests with a recognition rate exceeding 80 percent.
Users can download the app on their mobile phones and identify 
the pests through a database by taking photos of insects and 
uploading the images.  Read more

China :  Cambodia will use the upcoming Asean-China trade fair 
to promote the country’s main agricultural products in the Chinese 
market and boost trade with the East Asian giant, a local official 
said.
The 15th edition of the Asean-China Expo will take place next 
month in Nanning, in China’s Guangxi region, with 90 local 
companies showcasing their products and services in 146 booths 
that have been reserved for Cambodian firms.
The trade fair will introduce a range of Cambodian products to 
Chinese consumers and increase sales abroad, particularly for 
agricultural goods, said Seang Thay, spokesman at the Ministry of 
Commerce, during a press conference yesterday.  Read more

Japan :  The next generation farmhand in Japan’s ageing rural 
heartland may be a drone.
For several months, developers and farmers in north-east Japan 
have been testing a new drone that can hover above paddy fields 
and perform backbreaking tasks in a fraction of the time it takes for 
elderly farmers.
“This is unprecedented high technology,” Isamu Sakakibara, a 69-
year-old rice farmer told Bloomberg in the Tome area, a region that 
has supplied rice to Tokyo since the 17th century.  Read more

Pakistani :  A group of Chines hybrid rice experts would arriving Pakistan in September to impart training to Pakistani scientists for the 
promotion and development of hybrid seed verities across the crop sowing areas of the country to boost local output. 

 In first phase a batch of 40 scientists selected all across the country would be trained to promote and develop the hybrid rice 
production technology in the country, said Member Plant Science of the Pakistan Agriculture Research Council (PARC) Dr 
Muhammad Yousuf.

He said that Pakistan and Chines Government had signed a memorandum of understanding for the promotion of hybrid rice 
verities in Pakistan as well as capacity building of local scientists in the field of hybrid rice.  Read more

Myanmar : Myanmar is considering seeking more assistance from the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) emergency 
rice reserve programme due to dwindling supply of the country’s staple grain amid the onslaught of floods, U Myo Tint Tun, deputy 
permanent secretary from the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Irrigation said on Monday  Read more

Thailand : With production of its premium-grade fragrant rice declining, Thailand is looking to develop more varieties of the crop in 
order to compete with major exporters like Vietnam and India.
The Thai Rice Exporters Association has been trying to ecourage farmers to diversify the strains they grow by paying them above the 
market rate for a soft, middle-grade product, which is in high demand in China and other major Asian markets, according to Charoen 
Laothamatas, the association’s president.  Read more

Vietnam : To sustain their rice exports to China, a large buyer, Viet-
namese firms need to focus on meeting food safety and traceability 
requirements and carry on official instead of border trade, according 
to experts.
According to the Department of Agro-product Processing and Market 
Development, Việt Nam’s rice exports were estimated at 3.9 million 
tonnes worth nearly US$2 billion over the first seven months of the 
year, a year-on-year increase of 12.2 per cent and 29.2 per cent.
China continued to be the biggest importer of Vietnamese rice, ac-
counting for 26.8 per cent, followed by Indonesia (18.2 per cent) and 
the Philippines (10.4 per cent). Read more

Vietnam : GLOBAL rice consumption amounted to 518 million tonnes (Mt) in 2016 (in terms of milled rice weight), posting modest 
but robust gains from 2007-2016, according to the report “World: Rice – Market Report. Analysis and Forecast to 2025” published by 
IndexBox. The total consumption volume increased at an average annual rate of +1.4 per cent. 

Over the period under review, global rice consumption reached its maximum volume in 2016, and is likely to continue its growth in 
the immediate term due to Asian population growth. In 2016, the countries with the highest consumption were China (29pc based on 
tonnes), India (19pc) and Indonesia (11pc), together comprising 59pc of total consumption. They were followed by India, Indonesia, 
Bangladesh, Vietnam, Myanmar, Thailand, Philippines, Brazil and Japan.  Read more

India : Amid tightening food safety regulations overseas, rice millers are offering cash incentives to Basmati growers in a bid to wean 
them away from using pesticides. 
Farmers are being promised Rs 500 more per quintal of paddy for not using pesticides and fungicides that do not confirm to latest global 
specifications, and also for limiting dosages of others, traders told ET. The incentive is expected to double for farmers in Jammu as harvest 
period draws closer. Read more
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            នៅព រ្ឹកថ ង្ៃទី ៩ ខែ សីហា ឆ្នាំ២០១៨ នៅការយិាល័យសហ្័ន្ធពសរូវអង្ករកម្ពុជា 

នោក មរូល សារទិ្ធី អគ្គនលខាធិការ និងជាតំណាងឯកឧត្តម សុខ ្ុទ្ធីវធុ ព្រធានសហ្័ន្ធ

ពសរូវអង្ករកម្ពុជា បានអនុញ្ញា តនោយនោក Ung Malar មក្ីសាថា ្័រនពសាវពជាវនិងអភិវឌ្ឍន៍ 

SBK ជ្ួរ្ិភាកសា ស្តី ្ី គនពរោងអភិវឌ្ឍន៍វស័ិយពសរូវអង្ករ (Rice Sector Development Pro-

gram) នពកាមព្រភ្ទុន្ីធនាគារអភិវឌ្ឍន៍ោសីុ(ADB)។   ្រន្ត

            នាព រ្ឹកថ ង្ៃសុពក ១៣នកើត ខខពសា្ណ៍ ឆ្នា ំច សំររឹទ្ធិស័ក ្.ស ២៥៦២ ពតរូវនរឹង

ថ ង្ៃទី២៤ ខខសីហា ឆ្នា ំ២០១៨ នោក មរូល សារទិ្ធី អគ្គនលខាធិការសហ្័ន្ធពសរូវអង្ករក

ម្ពុជា បានជ្ួរ្ិភាកសាជាមួយនោក HASSABO ALWAHAIDO ជាអគ្គនាយកពកុមហុ៊ន 

SABO INTERNATIONAL TRADING PROMOTION AND INVESTMENT CO.,LTD 

មក្ីព្រនទសហ្សូដង់ នៅការយិាល័យសហ្័ន្ធពសរូវអង្ករកម្ពុជា ។

ជំនួ្រននះនធវើន�ើងកនា ពុងនគាល្ំរណងសំខាន់ខសវងរកលទ្ធភា្ និងឱកាសកនា ពុងការនធវើពាណិ

ជ្ជកម្ម រវាងព្រនទសទាំង្ីរនលើវស័ិយកសិកម្ម  ជា្ិនសសការនាំនចញអង្ករ

កម្ពុជានៅព្រនទសហ្សូដង់។ កិច្ច្ិភាកសាបានព្រព រ្ឹត្តនៅនពកាម្ររយិាកាសរកីរាយ 

និងសនាិតសានា ល្ំរផតុ។ ្រន្ត

                  នាព រ្ឹកថ ង្ៃសុពក ១៤នកើត ខខពសា្ណ៍ ឆ្នា ំច សំររឹទ្ធិស័ក ្.ស ២៥៦២ ពតរូវនរឹងថ ង្ៃទី២៥ ខខសីហា ឆ្នា ំ២០១៨ ឯកឧត្តម នវង សាខុន រដ្ឋមនន្តី ពកសួងកសិកម្ម  

រកុាខា ព្ររោញ់និងននសាទ និងជាសហព្រធានពកុមការងារនវទិការាជរដ្្ឋ ភិបាលនិងវស័ិយឯកជន(ពកុមការងារទី៩) និងឯកឧត្តម សុខ ្ុទ្ធិវធុ ព្រធានសហ្័ន្ធពសរូវអង្ករ

កម្ពុជានិងជាសហព្រធានពកុមការងារទី៩ ខផនាកពសរូវអង្ករ នដ្យរោនការចរូលរមួ្ីនោកអភិបាលរងនខត្ត ឯកឧត្តម មនន្តីរាជការ ព្រធានមនី្រកសិកម្មនខត្ត ព្មទាំងពកុម

ព្ររឹកសាភិបាលសហ្័ន្ធពសរូវអង្ករកម្ពុជា បានអន ្្ជើញចុះ្ិនិត្យសាថា នភា្ដីខពសខដលជួ្រនពគាះរាំងសងៃ ងួត និងជួ្រសំនណះសំណាលជាមួយ្រង្្រសូនសហគមន៍កសិករនិងព្រ

ជា្លរដ្ឋខដលរងនពគាះរាំងសងៃ ងួត ព្ររោណជាង១៥០ពគួសារ នៅភរូមិសាវ យសនិងភរូមិសាវ យន ្្ម  ថនឃំុ្ថនលៃ និង្ិនិត្យសាថា នភា្នៅោងទរឹកពតពាំង ្្ម នៅពសុកភនាំពសុក 

នខត្ត្រន្ាយរោនជយ័ នដើម្ី្ិនិត្យសាថា នភា្ជាក់ខស្តងនិង្ិភាកសាខសវងរកដំនណាះពសាយ។

កនា ពុងឱកាសននាះខដរឯកឧត្តម នវង សាខុន និងឯកឧត្តម សុខ ្ុទ្ធិវធុ ព្មទាំងគណៈព្រតិភរូអមដំនណើរ ក៏បានអន ្្ជើញចុះជ្ួរសំនណះសំណាល្រង្្រសូនសហគមន៍កសិករ

ខដលកំ្ុងព្រមរូលផលនដើមរដរូវ។

គម្រោងអភិវឌ្ឍន៍វិស័យសសរូវអង្ករ ម្រោម្្រភពទុនពីធនាគារអភិវឌ្ឍ
ន៍អាសុី(ADB)

រោរសសវែងរកលទ្ធភាព និងឱរោសក្នុងរោរមធវែើពាណិជ្ជកម្មនាមំេញអង្ករកម្នុជាមៅ្្រមទសស៊រូដង់

រោរជួ្រសំមណះសំណាលជាមួយ្រង្្រអូនសហគមន៍កសិករនិង្្រជាពលរដ្ឋសដលរងម្គាះរាងំស្ងួត ១៥០ ្គួសារ

09-08-2018

24-08-2018

24-08-2018

https://www.facebook.com/cambodiaricefederation/
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មៅថ្្ទី ២២ សែសីហា ឆ្នាំ២០១៨ មនន្ីស្ម្រស្មួលរោរងារតំ្រន់ ១ និង ២ 

បានេរូលរមួពិធីេុះអនសុ្សរណមោគយល់ MOU រវាងសហគមន៍ផលិតសសរូវេំណី 

ឃុំកំពងគ់ោ ជាមួយ្កុមហ៊ុន AMRU-Rice ។ ្រន.្..

រោរជួ្រសំមណះសំណាលជាមួយ្រង្្រអូនសហគមន៍កសិករនិង្្រជាពលរដ្ឋសដលរងម្គាះរាងំស្ងួត ១៥០ ្គួសារ

22-08-2018

ការងារតាមតំបន់ 

ស្ថិតិតម្លៃអង្ករនថិងសសរូវ
អង្ករ (FOB)

សសរូវ (PADDY)

មែតក្ំពង់ធំ :

No Rice Variety Abbreviation FOB (USD 
Per Ton)

(%) 
Change*

I. Cambodian Long Grain Fragrant

1 Premium Jasmine Rice 5% (Purity 90%) PJR 5% 1,050$              -0.5%

2 Jasmine Rice 5% (Purity 85%) JR 5% 1,040$              0.0%

3 Premium Sen Kra-Ob 5% (Purity 90%) PSKO 5% 780$                 0.0%

4 Sen Kra-Ob 5% (Purity 85%) SKO 5% 770$                 2.0%

5 A1 Extra Super 100% Broken (Fragrant) AESB 100% Broken 595$                 1.7%

6 A1 Super 100% Broken (Fragrant) ASB 100% Broken 500$                 4.2%

II. Cambodian Long Grain White Rice

7 Long Grain White Rice 5% LGWR 5% 480$                 -1.0%

8 Long Grain White Rice 10% LGWR 10% 470$                 3.3%

9 A1 Super 100% Broken (LGWR) ASB 100% Broken 475$                 28.4%

III. Cambodian Parboiled Rice

10 Parboiled Rice 5% Broken PRB 5% Broken 530 0.0%

Note: - FOB (Free On Board) is the cost of goods including delivery fee to the nearest port.

- The Price should base on normal bag (50 KG) and minimum order of 1 container.

 (*) % CHANGE is the comparison of price this week to the price last week

សហពន័្ធស្សវូអង្ករកម្ពុជា
CAMBODIA RICE FEDERATION

CAMBODIAN WEEKLY FOB INDICATION PRICE

Week 34th : 20 - 26/Aug/2018 
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Week 33rd : 13 - 19/Aug/2018 Week 34th : 20 - 26/Aug/2018

No Rice Variety Abbreviation FOB (USD 
Per Ton)

(%) 
Change*

I. Cambodian Long Grain Fragrant

1 Premium Jasmine Rice 5% (Purity 90%) PJR 5% 1,050$              -0.5%

2 Jasmine Rice 5% (Purity 85%) JR 5% 1,040$              0.0%

3 Premium Sen Kra-Ob 5% (Purity 90%) PSKO 5% 780$                 0.0%

4 Sen Kra-Ob 5% (Purity 85%) SKO 5% 770$                 2.0%

5 A1 Extra Super 100% Broken (Fragrant) AESB 100% Broken 595$                 1.7%

6 A1 Super 100% Broken (Fragrant) ASB 100% Broken 500$                 4.2%

II. Cambodian Long Grain White Rice

7 Long Grain White Rice 5% LGWR 5% 480$                 -1.0%

8 Long Grain White Rice 10% LGWR 10% 470$                 3.3%

9 A1 Super 100% Broken (LGWR) ASB 100% Broken 475$                 28.4%

III. Cambodian Parboiled Rice

10 Parboiled Rice 5% Broken PRB 5% Broken 530 0.0%

Note: - FOB (Free On Board) is the cost of goods including delivery fee to the nearest port.

- The Price should base on normal bag (50 KG) and minimum order of 1 container.

 (*) % CHANGE is the comparison of price this week to the price last week
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https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=287030988754902&id=100023440098038&__tn__=K-R

